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 The complete outside of the book looked gross!.. the content of this book is quite useful, actually
for general knowledge. Excellent first aid textbook Excellent medical textbook. I feel this is a quick
reference for just about any household.. It was needed as a textbooks for my son's university class
but we apply it at home as well. Thanks for the renting experience All good Responding to
Emergency Needed this book for school. Definitely, focus on the concept questions at the end of
each chapter. A few of the images in this reserve are of graphic character but it certainly prepares
you for real life situations in addition to a textbook possibly can. Great book, pretty poor condition
When I recieved this product the cover basically fell off.This is a handy reference and the copyright
is 2012 . The only reason I am giving this more than 1 celebrity is because the inside of the book
was intact and decent & This is a handy reference and the copyright is 2012. Detailed Used for
Giving an answer to Emergencies class, very detailed and helpful. It had been inexpensive and I'd
purchase again. Necessary for any fundamental level CPR/First Aid training/certification Great book
that covers lots of emergency situations This was a great book that covers all sorts of emergency
situations--burns, heart attacks, poison, stroke, bug bites, choking, broken bones and more. The
critique diagrams and numbered instructions are a great reference stage for quick 101s, but to
essentially understand what you need to or shouldn't perform, I recommend reading the chapters.
Pleased with the Honesty of owner Shipped very quickly and arrived rapidly. Great book. Good an
absolute must have. Very well done Five Stars Very thorough. This textbook definitely prepares you
for the qualification exam for AED, MEDICAL, and CPR by the American Crimson Cross Association.
Very helpful Cheaper than the book shop. Also arrived as advertised and with a good price.
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